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HOW TO INTERPRET A FIDELIORTM REPORT
This document contains examples of how journal titles could appear in a FideliorTM report.
Each example illustrates how a journal title features on the Journal Quality Continuum.
Proof of quality is drawn from inconsistencies and/or agreement between a diversity of journal sources and
their inclusion criteria.
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Orange lists categorise any list of journal titles that are identified as possibly questionable, dubious, or
pseudoscientific. A title that appears on an orange list is, therefore, not necessarily ‘predatory’
or ‘blacklisted’ and is duly flagged for further consideration.
When your FideliorTM report contains all or mostly orange flags it could mean that the journal titles are:
incorporated in ‘predatory journal lists ’
uncategorised or re-categorised
discontinued or removed
of a high risk and should be avoided
Green lists categorise reputable journal titles vetted by organisations, countries, or discipline-specific
bodies.

“EDUCATION LIBRARIES”
REMOVED TITLES

RECOGNISED, UNVETTED LISTS

“Travis, T. A. (2011). From the classroom to the boardroom: The impact of information literacy instruction on workplace research skills.
Education Libraries, 34(2), 19-31.”

The report shows that this title was included in DOAJ-REM in May 2016. The paper was published in 2011. The
stated reason for inclusion is “Publisher failed to reapply”. This may mean that the title is not open access
anymore. It may also mean that the title simply stopped publishing or that it was/is a suspicious title. It
may also mean that the journal produced reputable research before but for some reason deteriorated in
quality.
That said, trends have shown that reputable journal titles typically appear on multiple vetted, approved,
and accredited lists. Only one instance of this title was flagged in this report. An orange flag should not be
ignored or disregarded.
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“GLOBAL MEDIA JOURNAL”
BLACKLISTED TITLES

REMOVED TITLES

RECOGNISED, UNVETTED LISTS

VETTED / ACCREDITED LISTS

“Shim, D., & Altmann, J. (2016). How marginally
does impulse buying intention change in social
commerce? Nonparametric regression approach.
Global Media Journal, 14(27), 1–13.”

This title has four orange flags in this report: SCOPUS-DISC with a message “Publication Concerns”; STOP-PJIND with a message “Potentially Predatory or Hijacked”; and twice by DOAJ-REM with messages “Publisher
failed to reapply” in 2016 and “Journal not adhering to Best practice” later in 2017.
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The fact that there are variations in ISSNs, even within DOAJ, suggests and confirms that this could be a
hijacked title. One should therefore be careful in establishing which title and ISSN are legitimate and which
one is not. One can fairly confidently say that this title is questionable and should be avoided.
A due diligence assessment of the journal is recommended – for more guidance see FideliorTM’s Journal
Checklist.

Although the title appears on six green lists, this instance confirms that a predatory journal has penetrated legitimate journal lists.
One should therefore also consider literature that shows how questionable publishers and journals have
penetrated vetted, approved/accredited lists and citation databases (e.g., Strinzel et al., 2019; Nelson &
Huffman, 2015; Chen, 2019; Manca et al., 2017; Macháček & Srholec, 2019).

“AFRICAN JOURNAL OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT”
BLACKLISTED TITLES

REMOVED TITLES

VETTED / ACCREDITED LISTS

Momo, A.M. and Ukpere, W.I., 2011. The economic and
logistic benefits of online business registration for
Congolese immigrants in Cape Town. African Journal of
Business Management, 5(14), pp.5994-6004.
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This title has two orange flags in this report: one by DOAJ-REM with a message “Suspected editorial misconduct by publisher” and another by STOP-PJ-PUBS in 2021. Both instances suggest that the title is potentially
predatory even though it is also included in three green lists.

Five occurrences of the title in the list of references suggest that the user should investigate all five instances, specifically in terms of publication dates, to determine whether the title should be used or not.
A due diligence assessment of the journal is recommended – for more guidance see
FideliorTM’s Journal Checklist.

“AFRICAN JOURNAL OF AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH”
BLACKLISTED TITLES

REMOVED TITLES

VETTED / ACCREDITED LISTS

“Hassan, M.S., Shaffril, H.A.M., Ali, M.S.S. and Ramli, N.S., 2010.
Agriculture agency, mass media, and farmers: A combination
for creating knowledgeable agriculture community. African
Journal of Agricultural Research, 5(24), pp.3500-3513.”
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This title has two orange flags in this report. One from DOAJ-REM in 2016 with a message “Suspected editorial misconduct by publisher” and one by STOP-PJ-PUBS (an extended version of the discontinued Beall’s list
of predatory publishers), suggesting that the publisher has been flagged as possibly suspicious.

The title also has five green flags. In assessing orange list instances such as these, one should consider list
inclusion dates and publication dates. In this instance, the paper was published in 2010. This could suggest
that the title was legitimate up to approximately 2016 according to DOAJ.
It could also mean that the title was predatory for a while before being flagged in 2016.

An orange flag should not be ignored or disregarded. This report also confirms that a predatory journal has
penetrated legitimate journal lists.
One should therefore also consider literature that shows how questionable publishers and journals have
penetrated vetted, approved/accredited lists and citation databases (e.g., Strinzel et al., 2019; Nelson &
Huffman, 2015; Chen, 2019; Manca et al., 2017; Macháček & Srholec, 2019).
In this particular report, there are two occurrences of the title in the list of references. The second instance,
and particularly the publication date, should also be considered and interpreted.
A due diligence assessment of the journal is recommended – for more guidance see FideliorTM’s Journal
Checklist.
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The report examples within this document were generated with journal data from September 2021

FOR EXAMPLES OF HOW TO USE FIDELIORTM REPORTS, FIND OUR COMPLETE SERIES OF
DOCUMENTS ON “ DOING DUE DILIGENCE WITH FIDELIORTM ”
https://fidelior.com/due-diligence-support/
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